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Abstract—Dynamic Bayesian network is the extension of 
Bayesian network in solving time series problems .It can be 
well dealt with the time-varying multivariable problem. A 
state model is given based on Dynamic Bayesian network. 
The model can more accurately describe the relationship 
between the system state and the influencing factors. 
Single-step and multi-step prediction algorithms are given 
to predict the system state. The multi-step state prediction 
algorithm is achieved by extending time-slice. In this paper, 
the width of the reasoning is used to simplify the amount of 
data in the reasoning process.  

 Index Terms – dynamic Bayesian networks, state prediction 
model, single-step prediction algorithm, multi-step 
prediction algorithm  

Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION 

Bayesian networks, also known as belief networks, are 
already well-established as representations of domains 
involving uncertain relations among several random 
variables. Dynamic Bayesian network, the extension of 
Bayesian network in solving time series problems and the 
reducible model for complex random progress, which 
variables evolve with time, can effectively represent and 
solve the multi-variables’ problem [1,2]. Dynamic 
Bayesian Networks (DBNs) have been receiving 
increased attention as a tool for modeling complex 
stochastic processes, especially that they generalize the 
popular Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Kalman 
lters. In time series modeling, we observe the values of 
certain variables at different points in time. The 
assumption that an event can cause another event in the 
future. 
 It is very important for makers to predict the state of 

system. But the state prediction is very difficult because 
the state of the system is generally affected by many 
random factors. The random variable can evolve with 
time in dynamic Bayesian network. The DBNs have also 
been widely used to reason and predict[3]. A dynamic 
system can be represented by a state-space model. The 
state prediction model based on DBNs is mainly used to 
solve the state prediction for the system affected by many 
random factors. A single-step prediction algorithm is 
proposed to adjust time forecast. However, the prediction 

is difficult to the case that the forecast time is far away 
from the current time. This paper proposes a multi-step 
prediction algorithm which can be used to solve this 
problem. 

We begin with formal description of the state 
prediction model. In the section, we proposed two 
algorithms to respectively determine factors and 
dependences. Section 3 discusses the support degree 
among all nodes and variable transition probabilities of 
nodes. We propose forward and backward algorithms in 
the end of this section. In section 4, this paper proposes a 
definition of interface span to greatly reduce data storage 
space. In Section 5, this paper gives the single-step 
prediction algorithm and the multi-step prediction 
algorithm. Section 6 finally ends with an experiment. 

Ⅱ. STATE PREDICTION MODEL 

Our task is to predict thestate of a system for making a 
reasonable decision. Recently, there has been a surge of 
interests along this direction[4,5,6,7]. Firstly, we give a 
model for state prediction based on Dynamic Bayesian 
networks. Dynamic Bayesian networks are a class of 
Bayesian networks specifically tailored to model 
temporal consistency present in some data sets. In 
addition to describing dependencies among different 
static variables, DBNs[8] describe probabilistic 
dependencies among variables at different time instance. 
A set of random variables at each time instance t is 
represented as a static BN. A major benefit of the DBNs 
is that their well-constrained network structure allows for 
simplified inference. Therefore we give a state prediction 
model based on Dynamic Bayesian networks. 

A. A summary of Model Structure 
A state-space model, usually, consists of two equations, 

one that models the dynamic of the state vector and the 
other that models the observed state variables. The state 
vector contains all relevant information required to 
describe the system under investigation. The state 
prediction model is as follows: two kinds of nodes which 
are respectively state and influencing factors, 
dependencies among the states and the factors in the 
neighboring time slice, dependencies between factors and 
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the state node within a slice. We assume that these 
dependencies between nodes at neighboring time slice 
satisfy the Markov assumption [9]. .The kind of state 
prediction is illustrated as follows: 

 

With the topology shown in Figure 3.1, we firstly give 
necessary instructions of some symbols in the prediction 
model to the description and use in lower sections. 

State space is expressed as 
1 2{ , }nQ q q q= … .So we 

can use 
tQ  to express the state at time t, and tq Q∈  

denotes the arbitrary value of the state. Assigning a time 
index t to each variable, the symbol 1 2{ },Q Q Q

T
…  is a 

sequence of state. This paper assumes that iT  is the 
average of the sampling interval of all state nodes in Q . 

Assigning a number index i to each variable, the 
vector 1 2{ , }mV V V= …V  expresses m influence factors. 

The ith influence factor will be denoted by 
iV  and its 

space of values expressed by 1 2{ },i i i ikV v v v= … .Let 

tV  describe the vector of an influence factor at time 

t .So the ith variable could be denoted by t
iV  and its 

exact value is t
ijv . 

With the help of symbols described above, the state 
predication model can be represented with the sate 
sequence 

0:TQ
and a vector sequence of factors 

0:TV
. 

There are two conditional independence relations among 
all nodes and these relations could be respectively 
described by } |0: 1 0: 2 1{ ,( , )t t t tV VQ VI − − −

 and 

} | {0: 1 0: 1{ , 1( , , })t t tQ Q V Q Vt tI − − −
. 

So, from basic probability theory we know that we can 
factor the join probability as a product of conditional 
probabilities in the model: 

0 : )0 :( T Tp Q V =
0 0) ( )0( |pp V Q V .

1 1( | ) ( | )t t t t t
t

p V V p Q Q V− −∏  

B. The selection of influence factors 
Firstly, we should construct the state prediction model. 

The knowledge of basically framework of the model 
known from the expert makes it important to determine 
all influence factors and the dependent relationships 

between them at the adjacent time slices. The result of 
selection factors will directly affect the state prediction. 
According to the actual situation, factors should meet two 
basic requirements: effectiveness and non-redundancy. 
The so-called effectiveness is that factors can play a role 
to the state. The validity of factors could be tested by the 
average mutual information ( ; )iI Q V  between the 
influence node and the statute node. If ( ; )iI Q V τ>  (τ is 
a given threshold value), then we believe that the factor 
meets effectiveness. The so-called non-redundancy is that 
there is less mutual information between the factors at the 
same time. The non-redundant can be detected by the 
average mutual information between the factors ( ; )i jV VI . 
If ( ; )i jV VI ξ<  ( ξ  is a given threshold), then it is 
considered that 

iV and 
jV  meet the non-redundancy.  

Let U  be a set of the candidate factors, V be the 
selection set of the influence factors. Then the selection 
algorithm of influential factors is such as algorithm 3.1. 

Algorithm 3.1. 
Set  = ∅V , ' = ∅V  
For i =1  to  | |U  
If ( ; )iQ UI τ> then add jU to 'V  

Sort '
iV into an order decreasing by '( ; )iI Q V  

For j =1  to  '| |V  
For each V ∈V  
If '( ; )V VjI ξ<  then add '

jV to V  

C. Determination of dependency 
In this model, the dependence between the state node 

and factors is obvious, thus it dose not need to learn. 
According to the selection algorithm of influencing 
factors, we could obtain that different factors at the same 
time are mutually independent. Therefore it is only 
needed to determine dependencies between factors at the 
adjacent time in this model. The specific algorithm is 
shown as algorithm 3.2. 

Algorithm 3.2 
Input 1− =tV V , =tV V  
For each 1t

jV − ∈ 1−tV  

     For each t
iV ∈ tV  

If 1( ; )t t
i jI V V ω− >   then 1t t

j iV V− →  

Through the choice of factors and dependencies of the 
selection, the state prediction model of the structure can 
be determined. We can get the conditional probability 
table by the statistics of historical data.  

D. Two factors 
Because we use maximum likelihood estimation to 

study the state transition probability, we do not consider 
its variability. The node transition probability calculated 
by maximum likelihood estimation is an average value 
and it is time-invariant. The context is different, and 
although the state node's parent has the same value as 
these nodes at other times, the state node’s value may be 

t-1 t t+1 

V 

11 −− = tt qQ  tt qQ =  11 ++ = tt qQ  

Figure1.State prediction model 
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different. The context mentioned here refers to the values 
of influence nodes at the time slice which has two times 
slice distance with the observation time, thus transition 
probability of the state node is not always invariant, but 
has certain variability. This paper introduces two factors: 
the maintenance factor and transfer factor. Therefore the 
model can not only handle these time-invariant systems 
but also deal with these variable systems. 

From context, we give judging method to determine 
whether to consider the changes in the state transition 
probability at time t. If 1( | , ) ( | , )t ti i i iV Vp q q p q q −≥ , then 
changes  need to be considered. However, if 

1( | , ) ( | , )t ti i i iV Vp q q p q q −< , then changes  need to be 
considered.  

The possibility of changes in the state transition 
probability will due to the state duration time and the 
longer the duration the greater the possibility to change. 
To solve this problem, this paper constructs two factors: 
the maintenance factor and transfer factor.  These two 
factors should meet some requirements. 

 (1) Maintenance factor is in inverse proportion to the 
duration of the same state. Transfer factor is in inverse 
proportion to the duration of the same state. 

(2)If t is less than or equal to 
2

iT , the maintenance 

should be more than the transfer factor. If t is larger 
than

2
iT , the maintenance should be less than the transfer 

factor.  
Let iq be the state value at the current time and iT the 

average of duration. Assuming that the value of state has 
a duration t. If the maintenance factor is γ  and the 

transfer factor is λ , we have 
t

iTγ α= , i

T t

T

i

λ α
−

= . 
Where α is undetermined coefficient 

satisfying 10 ≤< α . If α  is equal to one, it shows that 
the state transition probability meets invariance. 

E. Calculation of variable transition probability 
 Assuming that qi is the value of the state node at 

time t. The values of all influence factors are known at 
time t+1, and they meet 

1( | , ) ( | , )t ti i i iV Vp q q p q q+ < .The 
state transition probability obtained by maximum 
likelihood estimates  is denoted by '

kp （ 1, 2,k n= …, ）. 
The maintenance factor γ and transfer factor λ  has 
been known at current time. The state transition 
probability at time t+1 could be calculated as follows: 
state 

iq  transition probability is '
i ip pωγ=  and other 

state transition probability is '
j j

p pωλ= . Where ω is 

the normalization constant and the value 
is

' '

1
(1 )i ip p

ω
γ λ

=
+ −

 

The value of the variable α  should make the formula 
'

1
| |

T

t t
t

q q
=

−∑
to obtain the minimum, where tq is the 

predict of the state, '
tq is the actual value for the state and 

T  is the sampling duration. 

Ⅲ THE FORWARD-BACKWARD ALGORITHM 

The mentioned evidences refer to all the random 
variables known values. When you get values of some 
nodes at predict time slice, you can update the predicted 
results of nodes unknown value by the support degree 
among nods. The forward algorithm is that the predicted 
likelihood of the state node will be updated by the 
support degree of the influence factors to it. The 
backward algorithm is that the predicted likelihood of the 
factor node will be updated by the support degree of the 
state node to it.  

A. Support Degree 
There are different influences between events, thus a 

method is proposed to measure the degree of influence 
between nodes in paper [10,11]. The results of this 
method cannot reflect the negative impact between 
random events. However, the fact is not the case. This 
article gives a new method to compute the support 
according to the mutual information between random 
events. Mutual information between random events

ix and jy is as follow:  

( | )
( ; ) ( ) ( | ) log

( )
i j

i j i i j
i

p x y
I x y I x I x y

p x
= − =    

If P(xi|yi) is greater than P(xi) ,then I(xi;yi) is larger 
than zero. If P(xi|yi) is less than P(xi) ,then I(xi;yi) is less 
than zero. If the event xi and the event yi are mutually 
independent , then I(xi;yi) equals zero. We can conclude 
that some events would have different effects on the same 
event. Some promote the event, some hinder it, and 
others have nothing with the random event. 

Based on what are discussed above, this definition is 
given to compute the support degree of influence factors 
to the state node  
Definition 1 Let ilv be the lth value of the ith influence 

factor. Now assuming that the state value is jq at time 
slice t, and then the support degree of influence factor to 
state node is ( ; )il il jw I v q= , and the range is 

( , )−∞ +∞ .  
According to the above two methods, we can get 

support degrees among the different nodes. Then we 
would update the predicted results by the amended 
algorithms which will be introduced. 

B. The relationship between conditional probabilities and 
mutual information 

Let xi be the value of the random variable, then the 
probability of X can be described as P(X= xi). 
Considering the endless independent random variables, 
E1, E2… and En, the values of these random variables 
are respectively e1, e2, … and en. Thus we can compute 
the posterior distribution over the parameters: 
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1 2( | , ..., )i np x e e e ＝ 1 2

1 2

( , , ..., )
( , ..., )

i n

n

p x e e e
p e e e

 

＝ 1 2

1 2

( ) ( , ..., | )
( , ..., )

i n i

n

p x p e e e x
p e e e

 

＝
1

( | )( )
( )

n
j i

i
j j

p e xp x
p e=

∏  

According to mutual information I(xi;yi) and 
conditional probability p(xi|e1,e2,…,en),we can 
have 

1

( ; )

1 2( | , ..., ) ( )

n
i j

j

I x e

i n ip x e e e p x e =
∑

=

 

This expression reflects the relationship among the prior 
probability, posterior probability and the mutual 
information. 
Thus we can have the methods to update the prediction 

results by posterior probability and the mutual 
information. 

C. Amendment to the state node 
 Let qj be the value of the state Q at t+1 time slice, and 

the probability of Q would be described as P(Q= qj). 
Assuming that

jλ is the support of evidences to the state qj. 
The selection algorithm shows that the influence nodes 
are independent of each other at the same time slice. 
Then according to the relationship between mutual 
information and the posterior probability, the prediction 
likelihood could be updated by the following formula.  

'
1 1( ) ( )j

t j t jp Q q e p Q qλα+ += = = ( 1,2 ,j n= … ) 
In the above formula,α  is the Normalization Factor, 
and it’s value is 

' 1
1

1

( ) ]j
n

t j
j

e p Q qλ −
+

=

=∑
 

D Amendment to the influence factors 

Let ilv be the value of the ith influence factor iV  at 

t+1 time slice, then we would use ' 1( )t
i ilp V v+ =  to 

describe the probability of 1t
iV +  . Assuming that ilw is 

the support degree of the state 1tQ + to ilv . So the 
prediction likelihood could be updated by the following 
formula.  

1 ' 1( ) ( )ilwt t
i il i ilp V v e p V vβ+ += = = ( 1,2 ,i m= ;

1,2 ,l k= ). 

In the above formula, β  is the Normalization Factor, 

and its value is ' 1 1

1

[ ( )]il

k
w t

i il
l

e p V vβ + −

=

= =∑  

Ⅳ. INFERENCE SPAN 

When modeling a large and complex decision problem 
involving a sequence of decisions, the past observations 
and decisions of a decision may involve a large set of 

variables. If without any restrictions the nodes in all time 
slices will be needed to store for reasoning the values of 
nodes at a time slice. Therefore, when the time span is 
very large, it requires a lot of storage space. However, in 
fact, the node values at all time slices are not needed to 
calculate the probability distribution of nodes at the time 
slice t, and the reasoning span needs to be determined in 
order to reduce the time complexity of reasoning. Let T 
be the reasoning span. When T is determined, we only 
keep the values of nodes within the time span T. Thus 
this greatly reduces storage space.  

Definition 2 [12]  The forward interface of a DBN 
with span T is the set variables at time t T<  with 
children at time 1t + .It is represented as follows: 

1{ | ( , ) ( 1), }t t
tmp

tF u V u v E t v V += ∈ ∈ + ∈  
 Definition 3 [13]  The backward interface of a DBN 

with span T is the set variables at time t T<  with 
parents at time 1t −  or having children which have 
parents at time 1t − . It is represented as follows: 

{ |t tB v V= ∈ ( , )u v ∈  ( )tmpE t  or  

1( ) : ( , ) ( ), }tmp
tw ch v u w E t u V −∃ ∈ ∈ ∈ . 

Based on the above two definitions and combining 
with the characteristics of the prediction model, this 
paper gives the following theorem: 

Theorem 1  The forward interface at time 1−t  and 
the backward interface at time 1t +  make D-Separation 
the time t from the past and future. It is represented as 
follows: 1: 2 2: 1 1{{ , }, |{ , }}− + − +t t T t t tI V V V F B  

Proof: Suppose there are variables as follows: 
tV V∈  , 1 1− −∈t tI F ， 1 1+ +∈t tI B ， 1: 2tP V −∈ ，

2:t TF V +∈ .According to the definition 1 and the 
characteristics of the model, we can 
conclude 1−→ →tP I V ;By the definition 2 and the 
characteristics of the model, if the node 1+tI  has parent 
node V at time slice t and children F , hence there is 

1+→ →tV I F ; if the node 1tI +  has child F and a 
node w ( w F∈ , 1+∈ tw V ) has a parent V ,we have 

→ →V w F .Because the paths of P and F toV are all 
blocked, there are 1 1{{ , }, |{ , }}− +t tI P F V F B .  

This theorem shows that the probabilities of nodes at 
time slice t are related with the forward interface 1tF − , the 
backward interface 1tB +  and the time slice t. Therefore, 
the reasoning span of the time slice t is three, containing 
time slice t -1, t and t +1.  

Definition 4 The inference span is the time pieces 
which are needed in an inference process.  

By construction method of state prediction model, 
there are 1 1 1{ , }− − −⊆t t tF Q V and 1 1 1{ , }+ + +=t t tB Q V . The 
schematic drawing of inference span is shown as follow: 
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V.  STATE PREDICTION ALGORITHM 

As the distance between the perdition time and the 
current is uncertainty, the pager proposed two prediction 
algorithms to solve this problem. 

A. Single-step state prediction algorithm 
Suppose T is the interval of the time to be predicted 

with the current time. If T is less than or equal to △t, we 
only need to extend a time slice. Such a prediction is 
called single-step prediction and the prediction associates 
only with nodes at the current time slice. Therefore, the 
state prediction model contains only two time slices. This 
paper proposed a single-step state prediction algorithm 
based on inference methods in Bayesian network and 
evidence propagation. However, exact inference in 
Bayesian networks is NP hard[14].The more appropriate 
reasoning algorithm is approximate reasoning, although it 
is NP hard too. This article gives prediction method 
combined with Gibbs sampling and variable transition 
probability.  
  Gibbs sampling starts with a random setting of the 
hidden states {St}. At each step of the sampling process, 
each state variable is updated stochastically according to 
this probability distribution conditioned on the setting of 
all the other state variables. The graphical model is again 
useful here, as each node is conditionally independent of 
all other nodes given its Markov blanket, defined as the 
set of children, parents, and parents of the children of a 
node. For example, to sample from a typical state 
variable m

tQ  in a factorial HMM we only need to 
examine the states of a few neighboring nodes. Sampling 
once from each of the TM hidden variables in the model 
results in a new sample of the hidden state of the model 
and requires O(TMK) operations. The sequence of states 
resulting from each part of Gibbs sampling defines a 
Markov chain over the state space of the model[10]. 

Let UkSet represent the node set unknown value. 
Random sample prediction algorithm is as follows: 
Algorithm 4.1： 

Read： tq , tV ,A , B, C, P,
1tV +
,UkSet ， 1tQ+ ; 

For 1i ←  to m do  
0 0iT ←  

For 1j ←  to  k do 
1( | ( ))t

ij ij a ip p v p V+←  

1ij ij ijT p T −← +   
END FOR 

END FOR 
FOR 1I ←  to 

1N  do 

FOR 1i ←  to 1tV +   do         

IF iV UkSet∈  and 1ijT − <Random( )≤ ijT  

THEN i ijV v←  
END FOR 
FOR  1l ←  to  n  do  

 0 0R ←  
If t lQ q= then  

1 1( | , )l t l t tp p Q q q Vωγ + += =      

Else 1 1( | , )l t l t tp p Q q q Vωλ + += =  

1l l lR p R −← +                    
END FOR 
FOR  1i ←  to 

2N   do 

IF 1jR − <Random( ) jR≤   

THEN COUNT_ jq = COUNT_ jq +1 
END FOR 

END FOR 
FOR  1j ←   to  n   do 

1 1 2( ) _ /t j jp Q q COUNT q N N+ = =  
END FOR 
 
When getting the values of some influence factors, we 

should execute the forward algorithm to revise the 
forecast results of the state node. If we get the value of 
the state node, the backward algorithm should be 
executed to revise the forecast results of other influence 
nodes. Therefore, this paper proposed a complete 
single-step prediction algorithm. 
single-step prediction algorithm 4.2： 
Step1: Performing random sampling prediction 
algorithms to get the predicted probability of all nodes. 
Step2: If you get the values of some factors, then go to  

Step3. 
If you get the values of the state node, then go to 
Step5. 

Step3: Compute the support degree of influence nods to 
the sate node. 

Step4: Execute forward algorithm, and amend the predict 
value of the state node.              
Go to Step7. 

Step5: Calculate the degree of support of the state node to 
factors. 

Step6: Execute backward algorithm, and amend the 
predict value of the influence nodes. 

Step7：End 

B. Multi-step state prediction algorithm 
As the dynamic Bayesian networks need to expand 

over time, so the model needs to be expanded until to 
include the predict time slice. The expansion of time 
slices is realized by inference in Bayesian networks. 

1
1
tV − 1

tV 1
1
tV +

1
2
tV −

2
tV 1

2
tV +

1
3
tV −

3
tV 1

3
tV +

 t-2          t-1         t        t+1       t+2

2
1
tV −

2
2
tV −

2
3
tV −

2
1
tV +

2
2
tV +

2
3
tV +

2tQ − 1tQ − tQ 1tQ + 2tQ +

Figure 2 inference span 
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However, exact inference in Bayesian networks is NP 
hard[15]．More appropriate inference algorithm is similarly 
reasoning, although the approximate reasoning is NP 
hard too. Therefore, this paper gives a random sampling 
method to expand the time slices according to Gibbs 
sampling[14]. 

 Let tΔ  be the sampling frequency. If the predict 
span t is larger than tΔ , the time slices need to be 
expanded at least two time slots. This case is called 
multi-step prediction. Let the current time t  be the time 
slice 0, the expansion time slice could  be recorded as 
1,2, ..., T

t
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Δ  . According to the front content, the 

multi-step prediction algorithm is as follows:  
Input：Let ∑  contain CPTs and the values of all nodes 
at time slice t . 

Return： 0( | )T
t

p X E⎡ ⎤
Δ⎢ ⎥

  

Step1：Initialize all nodes of slice 1，2，…，T
t

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Δ  to form 

vector I . 
Step2：Let [ ]N X  be 0 and give a value for T

t
X ⎡ ⎤

Δ⎢ ⎥
. 

Step3：For i=1 to SAMPLE_NUMBER 
For j=0 to T

t
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥Δ  

 a. For each iZ  in Z  
The posterior CPT of iZ  at time slice i+1 is 

calculated by I  in a local model contained by slice 
j,j+1,j+2. Sample iZ  According to the CPT. the 

sampling value assigned to iZ at time slice j+1. 
           b. When T

t
X ⎡ ⎤

Δ⎢ ⎥
= x , [ ] [ ] 1N x N x← +  

Step4：Calculate the value of 0( | )T
t

p X E
Δ

⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥
 by [ ]N X . 

Ⅵ. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Structure learning algorithm verification 
Firstly we produce some random numbers which are 

between 0 and 1.These data need not be standardized, 
because all data are less than or equal to 1 and greater 
than or equal to 0. However, according to actual needs, 
we respectively discredit into two states for all sample 
data of each node, and they are denoted by 0 and 1. 

In this simulation experiment, we randomly generated 
a state node Q and four influence factors 1 2 3 4, , ,V V V V . We 
finally got three factors satisfied the selection condition 
by Selection algorithm mentioned in section 2. These 
factors were respectively named

1 2 3, ,V V V .The other 

factors 
4V  was abandoned, because it does not meet the 

selection criteria. The final selection results match with 
the condition for generating random numbers. Therefore 
it shows that factors selection algorithm has better 
identification. We obtained three dependencies between 
adjacent factors by time dependence of the learning 
algorithm. These dependencies are respectively 

1
1 1

t tV V− → , 1

2 1

t tV V− → and 1
3 1
t tV V− → , and the results show 

that the learning algorithm is effective. 

When we got the influence factors, dependencies 
among nods, and various parameters, the final complete 
model can be constructed. Because the parameters are too 
more, the CPTs in the model are not listed. 

The state prediction model is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Meanwhile, after the study of a random sample of the 

data, we ultimately got the parameter α which is used in 
the maintain factor and transfer factor. The average 
duration for all values of the state node is Ti. α  is equal 
to one, and then we can see that the maintenance factor 

and the transfer factor always equal one according to the 
characteristics of the exponential function. This shows 
that the state transition probability met invariance in the 
forecasting model. 

B. State Prediction algorithms verification 
After learning the state prediction model shown in 

figure 5.1, we give two examples to respectively validate 
single-step algorithm and multi-step algorithm. In these 
examples, assume that the current time is t = 0, and value 
of each node at the current time is 0 1Q = , 0 0 0

1 2 3 0V V V= = = . 
Assuming that the distance between the prediction time 

and the current time is less than or equal to tΔ , thus it 
would take the single step prediction. Prediction time is 
credited to t=1. When making single-step prediction, let’s 
assume that the values of all factors at time t are 
unknown. According to the results, we draw the 
prediction probability curve of the state shown in Figure 
4. The sampling interval was 100 in the example. It can 
be seen from the figure that the state prediction 
probability gradually stabilizes with increase in the 
sampling frequency. Therefore, the sampling results show 
that the single-step prediction algorithm has good 
convergence. 

Assuming that the distance between the prediction 
time and the current time is larger than tΔ , it would take 
the multi-step prediction. Prediction time is credited to 
t=T. In the experiment, let T=9 and these time slices be 
denoted 0,1,2…,8.  During the experiment, we recorded 
each prediction probability of the 9-chip state node. 
 The chart shows that the predict probability gradually 
decreases and finally fluctuates in the prior probability 
over time. There is the conclusion that the prediction is 

t tQ q=1 1t tQ q− −= 1 1t tQ q+ +=

V
1V 1V 1V

2V 2V 2V

3V 3V 3V

Figure 3 State prediction model 
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meaningless when the predicted moment is far away from 
current. Therefore the algorithm is suitable for short-term 
forecast. 
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